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Abst ract - -Th is  paper describes an improvement ofEngland and Mattheij's code MUTSSYM for 
solving linear Boundary-Value Problems for Ordinary Differential Equations, which may or not give 
rise to sharp Boundary Layers. 
The method is based on Multiple Shooting with a Decoupling strategy, allowing the calculation of 
stable solutions according to the increasing or decreasing fundamental modes. 
The integration of the associated Initial-Value Problems is performed using a 4th-order symmetric 
implicit Runge-Kutta method with the Dichotomic Stability property. If the problem is well con- 
ditioned, the method calculates discrete decaying (growing) modes controlled by initial (terminal) 
conditions corresponding to similar continuous modes. A special step-size control strategy permits 
efficient calculation of the numerical solution throughout the interval. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the general linear boundary-value problem (BVP) 
y'(x) = A(x)y(x) + q(x), x e [a, b], (:) 
with the linear boundary conditions (BC) 
Bay(a) + Bby(b) --/3, (2) 
where 
A(x),Ba,Bb e ~nxn, y(x) ,q (x ) , t3  e ~n.  
We are looking for a stable method for solving such problems including the case of singular- 
per turbat ion  problems. Such problems can be identif ied using a small  parameter  e, and the 
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system can be written in the form [1] 
y~(x) = 1A11(z)yl(x)~ + 1A12(x)y2(z) + ql(x), 
y~(x) = A21(x)y1(x) -}- h22(x)y2(x) + q2(x). 
A solution of such a singularly perturbed problem typically has the form shown in Figure 1 [2,3]. 
~ f 
Figure 1. Typical solution of a singularly perturbed problem. 
A method for efficiently solving this kind of problem, including problems which may not be 
singularly perturbed, but without considering turning points, should possess the following char- 
acteristics. 
(1) It should separate decreasing and increasing fundamental modes in such a way that the 
recurrence relations can be solved in a stable direction. 
(2) The discretization should preserve the dichotomy of the problem, so that increasing (de- 
creasing) fundamental modes, controlled by terminal (initial) conditions are approximated 
by corresponding increasing (decreasing) discrete approximations. 
(3) It should use small step sizes in regions where the solution contains boundary layers, and 
large ones where the solution behaves moothly. 
(4) It should identify the width of the boundary layers and determine the regions where the 
solution is smooth. 
(5) It should determine any boundary layers, if they exist. If not, it should integrate appro- 
priately in any case. 
The following sections will discuss in some detail the items mentioned above. In Section 2 the 
general multiple-shooting method will be described. Section 3 will show how the resulting system 
of linear algebraic equations can be solved stably using a decoupling strategy. A brief description 
of dichotomically stable formulae appears in Section 4. Section 5 will outline a possible step- 
size control procedure. Section 6 will describe a technique for obtaining suitable initial values 
at shooting points in regions where the solution is smooth. Section 7 will show how the width 
of any boundary layers may be estimated in terms of fundamental solution modes. A brief 
overall description of the algorithm is given in Section 8, showing how all the above concepts are 
assembled together. Some numerical results are given in Section 9. 
The MUTSSYM code of England and Mattheij [4,5] is specially designed to solve linear singular- 
perturbation problems of the form (1),(2). In this paper we use the same general form of linear 
BVP, and the improved code also works satisfactorily for problems which do not have sharp 
boundary layers. 
2. THE MULT IPLE-SHOOTING METHOD 
Normal initial-value integrators applied to the first-order differential equation 
y'(x) =  y(x) + q(x) 
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have to use a small step size h for [A[ >> 1 because it needs to satisfy 
I~hl < O(1). 
We are interested in a method which can use a large step size where the solution behaves moothly, 
and a small one within possible boundary layers. A multiple-shooting method is a candidate 
because it allows the step sizes to be chosen sequentially, fine in boundary layers, if they exist, 
and sufficiently large in regions where the solution behaves moothly. Another advantage for such 
a method is that it is only necessary to store the approximations to the solutions at the shooting 
points, thereby reducing the storage required• 
To describe briefly the multiple-shooting method, let us consider a partition of the interval [a, b] 
such that 
a ..~ xo  ~ 32 1 ~ . . .  ~ XN_ I  ~ X N = b. 
With a multiple-shooting strategy, if the BVP is linear, we can apply superposition to represent 
the solution, i.e., 
y(x) = Yi(x)s~ + v~(z), x E [x~, X~+l], (3) 
where Y~(x) is a fundamental matrix solution of the homogeneous initial-value problem (IVP) 
Y'(x) = A(x)Y(x),  x • [x~, X,+x], 
(4) 
Y(x~) = Fi, 
where F~ is some nonsingular matrix, v~(x) is a particular solution of (1), and s~ is a vector to 
be calculated. 
If a shooting method is applied in each subinterval [x~, X~+l] and the segments are matched to 
generate a continuous olution, i.e., 
Y (x~-+l) = Y (x++,), 
we get from the superposition formula (3) 
Yi (Xi+l) si + vi (x~+l) = Yi+I (Xi+l) Si+l + Vi+l (Xi+l), 0 < i < N - 1. (5) 
Writing 
Yi (xi) = Fi, v~ (x~) = as, 0 < i < N, 
and using the boundary conditions (2) 
Sa [V0(a)s0 + v0(a)] + Bb [YN(b)sN + VN(b)] ---- f~, 
we arrive at the system of n(N + 1) linear equations 
,AS ---- A ,  
or  
-Yo  (xl) F1 





][si] v01 al Sl V 1 (X2) -- a 2 
FN [ VN-1 (ZN) -- aN 
- -BbF  N S [.D -- Baao - BbaN 
Both the fundamental solution matrices Yi(x~+l) and the particular solutions vi(x~+l) must be 
approximated by some numerical initial-value integrator which will be considered in Section 4. 
Even with exact values for these matrices, the most natural process of elimination for solving 
the above system of linear algebraic equations is often unstable, especially when the original 
problem is well conditioned. 
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3. D ICHOTOMY AND DECOUPL ING 
Before explaining the decoupling strategy for the stable solution of the above system, it is 
necessary to examine the close relation between dichotomy and well conditioning. 
First, the problem (1),(2) is well conditioned if there exists a constant of moderate size 
= max {~1, ~2}, 
which gives a bound on how perturbations in the right-hand side of (1),(2) may be amplified in 
the solution. Here, 
/~ l  : [[YQ-1[Ic~ = sup I[Y(x)Q-ll[oo, 
x 
where Y(x) is a fundamental matrix solution of the homogeneous system (4) of differential 
equations, Q = BaY(a) + BbY(b) is a nonsingular matrix, and 
g2 = sup IlG(x,t)llq dt , _1 + - = 1, 
x p q 
where G(x, t) is the Green's function 
Y(x)BaY(a)y - l ( t ) ,  t < x, 
G(x,t) = -Y (x )BbY(b)y - l ( t ) ,  t > x. 
On the other hand, if Y(x) is a fundamental matrix solution of the homogeneous system of 
differential equations (4), then this system has an exponential dichotomy if there exists a constant 
projection matrix P E ~nxn of rank p _< n, and positive constants M, p, y with M of moderate 
size, such that 
]IY(x)PY-I(t)II _< Me-O(x-t), 
I IY(x)( I -  p )Y - l ( t ) l  I _< Me-V(t-~), 
for x _> t, 
for x_< t. 
In other words, the solution space can be split into two subspaces, one with decreasing modes 
and the other with increasing modes [3]. 
Having defined these two concepts, it is established in [3] that, if the original BVP (1),(2) is 
well conditioned, then the Green's function G(x, t) satisfies 
IIG(x,t)ll _< Me-O(x-t), 
IIG(x,t)ll <_ Me-V(t-x), 
forx <t ,  
for x > t, 
system (4) has an exponential dichotomy, and the solution space can be split into subspaces of 
decreasing and increasing modes. Conversely, if system (4) has an exponential dichotomy, then 
for almost arbitrary boundary conditions (2) the original BVP is well conditioned. 
Our purpose here is to use the dichotomic property of the fundamental solution space to solve 
the multiple-shooting equations by means of a decoupling strategy. 
The basic idea is that, if the fundamental solution space is known to be dichotomic, then 
the decreasing modes can be solved in a stable way by a forward recurrence, and similarly the 
increasing modes can be solved by a backward recurrence. 
Taking 
Y~ (zd = Q~, di = v~ (x~+l) - v~+l (x~+l), 
and substituting into equation (5), we have the following recursion relation: 
Qi+lSi+l = Yi (Xi+l) Si +di ,  i -- 0 , . . . ,  N - 1. (6) 
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Letting Q0 = I, and using the QR factorization, the sequence of orthogonal matrices {Qi}4=0N 
N-1 and upper-triangular matrices {Ui}4=0 may be obtained such that 
Yi(x4+l) = Q~+IU4, i = 0 , . . . ,N -  1. 
If el4 T = Qi+ld4, then the recursion relation (6) takes the form 
s4+1 = Uisi + d4, i = 0 . . . .  , N - 1, (7) 
where the matrices U4 are triangular. Also, they may be partitioned as 
Ui  = B4 
0 E4 ' 
where Bi • !}t k×k represents the increments of the transformed increasing modes, and E4 • 
t~(n-k)×(n-k) those of the decreasing modes [3,6]. Making the corresponding partition for si 
and a4, we obtain the following decoupled recursions, each stable in the appropriate direction: 
2 2 a2 s4+ l=E~s i+ ~, i=0 , . . . ,N -1 ,  (8) 
Bis  - s 1 C4s  -1 - - d~,  i = N - 1 ,  0 .  (9 )  
- -  4+1 " • " ,  
This decoupled form is now used to calculate the solution by superposition. 
Let a particular solution of the recursion (7) be {z4}4=o with 
= 0 ,  = 0 .  
Then, 2 N {z~ }i=g-1 using (9). {z4}i=1 is found using (8) and i 0 
Let a fundamental matrix solution of the homogeneous system corresponding to recursion (7) 
be N {04}4=0 satisfying 
¢4+1 = U404, i = 0 , . . . ,N -  1, 
002=[0 In-k] ,  0~v=[ Ik  0]. 
Then, 2 N {O4}i=1 is obtained using the homogeneous part of (8) and {¢~ 0 }4=N-1 analogously 
from (9). 
For some fixed vector a we must have 
si = ¢ ia+z4,  i = 0 , . . . ,N .  
If we substitute the values for i = 0 and i = N in the boundary conditions, we obtain the 
following expression for a: 
(BaQ000 + BbQNON) a = 13 -- (Bav0(a) + BbVN(b)) -- (BaQ0z0 + BbQnZN). 
The resulting value of a gives, by substitution, the solution s4 to the original recursion relation (6), 
which is used to obtain the solution of the BVP (1),(2) by superposition using equation (3). 
This solution of recursions (8),(9), and the corresponding homogeneous systems, is stable 
because the submatrices B4 and E~ of U~ are obtained in a stable way by means of the QR 
factorization, which guarantees [6] that they satisfy 
/ l l ~ EN- j  , BN- j  =0(1) ,  l< i< l<N.  \ j  =i / 
Therefore, there should be no growth of errors during the solution of the recursions (8),(9) in the 
appropriate direction. 
This calculation process also ensures the well conditioning of the matrix 
BaQ000 + BbQNON, (10) 
which is used to calculate a, given that the original BVP (1),(2) is well conditioned. 
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4. D ICHOTOMICALLY  STABLE FORMULAE 
In order to solve a well conditioned BVP (1),(2), it is desirable to keep the dichotomic structure 
of the fundamental solution space [7], and so it is important to use a discretization that approxi- 
mates decreasing (increasing) continuous fundamental modes, which are controlled by the initial 
(terminal) conditions, by corresponding decreasing (increasing) discrete modes. 
That is the main feature of a dichotomically stable method. The following definition provides 
an understanding of the concept for a constant-coefficient system. 
DEFINITION 1. (See [8].) Let the basis solutions of the homogeneous part of an nth-order linear 
differential equation have components proportional to e ~jz, j = 1,.. . ,  n. Let M h be a discretiza- 
tion method giving an nth-order linear difference quation with corresponding basis solutions 
of the discrete problem having components with growth {(rh)'}, where r h = 1 + hAj + O(h~). 
Then, M h is dichotomically stable on a region R C C if and only if, [or hAj E R, 
(1) ae(h j) < 0 ,r l _< 1, 
(2) Re(a j) > 0 Ir ' _> 1. 
England and Mattheij [9] investigated methods with this numerical property, and developed [2] 
a code (SYMIRK) using a fourth-order symmetric implicit (Lobatto IIIA) Runge-Kutta (R-K) 
formula 
1 1 , 
Y~+I/~ = 5 (Y,+I + Yi) - ~h (Yi+l - Y~), (11) 
( 2,  1 , )  
Yi+l = Yi + h ly~ + gYi+l/2 + gYi+l • (12) 
It is important to note that these formulae can be used equally tO integrate in either a forward or 
a backward irection, and, if satisfied exactly, will reproduce the same results in either direction. 
If this scheme is applied to the model problem 
y' = Ay + q(x), IA[ >> 1, (13) 
then 
and hence, 
1 + (1/2)Ah + (1/12)A2h 2
Yi+l = Y~ 1 - (1/2)Ah + (1/12)A2h 2
+ h (1/6)q~ + (2/3)q~+1/2 + (1/6)qi+1 - (1/12)Ah (qi+l - q~) 
1 - (1/2)Ah + (1/12)A2h 2
(14) 
Yi+l "~ Yi + qi - qi+______~l when [Ah I --* oo, 
A ' 
so that the method can work efficiently, using large step sizes, in the region where the solution is 
smooth, because, in the case of the model problem (13), the smooth solution is given to a first 
approximation by 
y(x) q(x) , 
if IAI >> 1 and q(x) is smooth. 
To implement this scheme in a variable step-size mode, a predictor method is needed, with at 
least order 3, so that the difference, which is O(h 4) as h --* 0, may be used as an error indicator 
to control the step size. 
For the model problem (13), if the previous three steps are of the same size, and satisfy (11),(12), 
then the explicit four-step extrapolator 
Yi-t-1 = 4y~ - 6yi-1 + 4y~-2 - Yi-3, (15) 
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generates 
~)i+1 "~ Yi + qiA qi+lA + ~-qi-1 + O , as h --* 0, 
for ]Ah I >> 1, which is a third-order approximation to a curve almost parallel to the smooth 
particular solution [2]. 
The SYMIRK code, outlined in [2], preserves the dichotomic structure of the fundamental 
solution space by the application of the dichotomically stable formulae (11),(12). These formulae 
also make it possible to integrate in either a forward or a backward irection, and can be used 
to integrate accurately within the boundary layers, and also to integrate fficiently where the 
solution behaves moothly if an appropriate step-size strategy is used. 
5. STEP-S IZE  SELECT ION 
As we have mentioned in the Introduction, a special step-size selection strategy will be required, 
in order to select an appropriately fine step size h in any boundary layers, but it is necessary 
to take special action, in order to increase the step size in regions outside the layers, where the 
solution behaves moothly. 
While the SYMIRK integrator will perform step-size adjustment within each shooting interval, 
the points to be considered for the choice of an appropriate initial step size h, at each shooting 
point, are the following. 
(1) (Within sharp boundary  layers, if they exist). If A1 is the eigenvalue of A(x) with 
the largest negative real part Re(A1)--for forward integration--(the largest positive real 
part for backward integration), then a good initial step size should be 
h= (t°l)l/4 
IRe ()~1)1' 
where tol is the error tolerance given by the user. Such a value should give an accurate 
solution within any sharp boundary layers. 
(2) (Outside boundary  layers). An appropriate initial step size for use outside all boundary 
layers is ( tolllq(x )1/4 
hm~ = ~ iiq(,,)(x)ll IIv(x)ll ' 
where q(x) is the nonhomogeneous term of (1) and v(x) is the particular solution. This 
expression for hmax is obtained [4] based on the local truncation error of the smooth 
particular solution [5]. However, it is usually impractical to attempt o evaluate this 
expression, for lack of information on q(iV)(x) and v(x), particularly at the boundary 
points a, b. If the value of A1 is such that no sharp boundary layer occurs at one (or both) 
of the boundary points a, b, then it is usually sufficient o start with 
h -  (tol) 1/4. 
Even if this initial step size is correctly estimated, the SYMIRK integrator may subse- 
quently make a drastic reduction of the step size to an unacceptably small level. This may 
occur, for example, if the eigenvalue structure changes ignificantly, with one fundamental 
mode moving from decreasing to increasing or vice-versa. In that case we have an internal 
boundary layer or turning point, and a different reatment will be required. This case is 
not explicitly considered in the algorithm which we have implemented. 
A more usual situation arises because, although the growing fundamental modes are small, 
and are approximated using the formulae (11),(12) by more slowly growing discrete modes, they 
nevertheless cause some instability in the solution of the IVPs (4) [2,4,5]. 
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In any case, it is necessary to insert an additional shooting point xi into the partition of [a, b], 
and reinitialize the integration. 
A significant part of our improvements to the MUTSSYM code is concerned with the identifica- 
tion of boundary layers, and of the region where the solution is smooth, and with the selection of 
an appropriate initial step size based on the points mentioned above, particularly at the boundary 
points a, b, where there may or may not be sharp boundary layers. 
6. PATHF INDER TECHNIQUE 
When it is integrating in the smooth region, the SYMIRK integrator works efficiently if it is 
given, not only an appropriately large initial step size, but also a good approximation to the initial 
values of the smooth particular solution at the shooting points. In order for it to work properly, 
a special technique which we have called a pathfinder is used to get appropriate initial values. In 
this way, we avoid the problem of a sharp reduction in the step size within the smooth region, 
which could occur if the initial values were contaminated with some fast increasing fundamental 
modes. 
The pathfinder strategy uses a discrete initial-value method, for example, the Adams-Bashforth 
fourth-order formula, to approximate fast modes in an inexact unstable way, and, using an 
approach very similar to the global decoupling strategy, obtains, by superposition, a numerical 
sequence which satisfies zero terminal conditions for all fast modes. 
More specifically, let ~ri0(x) be a discrete fundamental matrix solution, with initial value 
(~i0 = I at the shooting point xi, obtained using a fixed large step size appropriate for the 
smooth solution. Using the same idea as for the multiple-shooting method with global marching 
recursion, after some steps, for example in xil, a QR factorization is performed 
~riO (Xil) ---- Qi l~J io ,  
where (~ii is an orthogonal matrix and lJi0 is an upper-triangular matrix. In the same interval 
one particular solution ~i0 must be obtained using the same explicit formula with the same fixed 
step size, and an initial value of zero. The point xil should be chosen to avoid the excessive growth 
of the particular solution x'i0(x), and the process can be repeated as many times as required over 
the intervals 
A discrete solution S'(x) is obtained by superposition as in equation (3), with the vectors sik 
(k --= 0, . . . ,  j) satisfying 
where 
Sik = V i ,k - lS i , k -1  "~-(tik, k = 1, 2 , . . .  ,j, 
ai  k ^ T ^ = Qik (Vi,k-1 (Xik) -- (Xik)) 
^T~, =  ,k-1 (x k) 
]' 
where the diagonal elements of l~li~ are greater than 1, in absolute value, and represent the 
unstable numerical growth of the fast modes, and those of ]~ik are less than 1. Making the 
in a similar way to equation (7). 
The diagonal elements of lJik represent the numerical growth of the discrete fundamental 
modes, which, because of the instability at large step size, should be large for all fast modes, 
either increasing or decreasing. The matrices Uik can be partitioned as 
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corresponding partition for the sik and dik vectors, recursion (16) is transformed to a system 
similar to (8),(9). 
To eliminate m fast modes (both increasing and decreasing), the integration should proceed 
until 
0 
k=j -  1 
has m diagonal elements greater than 1/tol. Then, the recursion (16) should be solved, using the 
conditions 
^2 -__ 0, ^1 si0 s i j  ~- O, 
obtaining a value for 
and hence a solution at x~ given by 
, ,0: I , 
which contains only a small multiple, whose magnitude is of order tol, of the m fastest modes 
which should not affect the solution in a region where the solution is smooth. 
Therefore, using this value of ~(x~) as an initial value for vi(x~) the integrator SYMIRK should 
be able to provide efficient numerical solutions with a similarly large step size. 
7. CALCULAT ION OF  FAST FUNDAMENTAL MODES 
A first approximation of the fast fundamental modes can be obtained from the eigenvalues of 
the matrix A(x) in equation (1), when this matrix does not vary too rapidly near the boundary 
points. This plays a central role in getting a rough estimate of the width of the boundary layers, 
if they exist. The calculation of the eigenvalues i  done by means of the QR algorithm. 
Considering again the BVP (1),(2), let )~1 be the eigenvalue of A(a) with the largest negative 
real part. If A(x) is not varying too fast near the boundary point a, then the corresponding 
fast fundamental mode is approximately proportional to e ~lx [5]. Hence, for a given tol, it will 
become negligible when 
e "~l(x-a) ~ tol, 
and the width of the boundary layer is given by 
~ I ln(t°l)l 
IRe ()~1)1 ' 
as shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 2. Width of the boundary layer. 
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Hence, if A1 is the eigenvalue ofA(a) with the largest negative real part, corresponding to the 
fastest decreasing fundamental mode, then this mode may be ignored when 
X>XL=aq-  - -  
[ ln(tol) l 
IRe(A1)I" 
Similarly, the fastest increasing fundamental mode may be ignored when 
x < xn  = b [ ln(t°l)[ 
IRe(A~)I' 
where An is the eigenvalue of A(b) with the largest positive real part. 
8. ALGORITHM 
A general description of the algorithm is as follows. Let the BVP be 
y'(x) = A(x)y(x) + q(x), x e [a, b], 
Bay(a) + Bby(b) =/3, 
and tol be the accuracy required. 
(1) The interval [a, b] is split into two subintervals 
Consider first the interval [a, (a + b)/2]. A similar strategy is used for [(a + b) /2 ,  b] in the 
reverse direction. 
(2) Integration i  boundary layer regions, if they exist: 
(a) The eigenvalues Ai(a) of A(a) are calculated using the QR algorithm. Let these values 
be arranged so that 
Re (Al(a)) _~' '"  _~ Re (Ak(a)) < 0 <. . .  _< Re(An(a) ) .  
If A(x) is not varying too fast, then the boundary layer corresponds to a fundamental 
mode which is approximately proportional to e ~lx and within a tolerance tol, will 
disappear at 
[ ln(tol)] 
xn l  = a + [Re (Ai)----~' 
which is a first estimation for the end of the sharpest boundary layer. If this is beyond 
the first desired output point, or specified shooting point, then the boundary layer is 
so weak that it may be ignored, and the algorithm proceeds to Step (3). 
(b) An initial step size 
(tol) l/4 
hi = [Re(Ai(a)) l, 
is determined, and the integrator SYMIRK is used to calculate the particular solution 
vo (x) with initial values 
vo(a) = 0, 
and the fundamental solution with 
Y0(a) -- Q0 = I, 
up to the point xL,. 
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(c) If the sharpest boundary layer has been completed, then the smallest diagonal element 
(U0)nn of the matrix U0 should be smaller than tol. If it is not, then a better estimate 
for the end of this boundary layer must be obtained, by taking a new estimate for the 
kinematic eigenvalue 
Re (~1) -  In I(U°)nnl, 
XL1 --  a 
and so determining a new end point 
] ln(tol) l
5:L1 =a+ Re(~l)]" 
(3) 
The integrator should then be used to extend the particular solution, and the funda- 
mental solution, up to the new estimate for the end of the boundary layer. 
This process is repeated as often as required, until the end of the sharpest boundary 
layer has been passed. For the numerical examples, in Section 9, this extension of the 
boundary layer estimate happens only once. 
Advancing through the regions where the solution varies lowly. When the boundary layer, 
if it exists, is completed, or the algorithm comes directly from Step (2a), the integration 
continues in the region where the solution behaves moothly using, at the beginning of 
each shooting interval, the initial step size 
hi = (tol) 1/4, 
and initial values for vi(xi) and Yi(xi) obtained by the pathfinder technique and the QR 
factorization, respectively. Integration proceeds until the mid point (a + b)/2 is reached, 
inserting shooting points as required, or when the step size selected by SYMIRK drops 
drastically, or when an output point is requested. 
(4) In the interval [(a + b)/2, b] the same strategy of Steps (2),(3) is carried out in the reverse 
direction, to obtain particular solutions ui(x) and fundamental solutions with initial values 
Yi(ti) = 1%/. 
(5) As a result, the first half interval [a, (a + b)/2] is partitioned so that 
a --~ xo  <Xl  < . . .  < XN-1  < XN ~ 
a+b 
2 ' 
and the fundamental modes are decoupled as in equations (8),(9), from which the vectors 
si = (I)ia + zi, i = 0,. . . ,  N, 
may be determined in terms of some fixed vector a, and the solution at the shooting points 
is obtained by superposition using equation (3) to give 
y (x~) = Qi ((I)ia + zi) + vi (xi).  (17) 
Similarly, the second half interval [(a + b)/2, b] is partitioned so that 
b = to > tl > . . .  ) tM-1  ~ tM = 
a+b 
2 ' 
and the fundamental modes are also decoupled so as to determine superposition vectors 
r~ = ~2ib + w i ,  i = 0 . . . .  ,M ,  
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which may be determined in terms of some fixed vector b, and the solution at the shooting 
points is obtained by superposition 
y (ti) = Ri (~b + wi) + ui (ti). (18) 
The vectors a, b E N~ must be determined by matching the solutions in the mid point 
xg = tM = (a + b)/2, and imposing the boundary conditions, which give rise to the system 
[ QN~N --RMff2M] IRMWM-]-UM(tM)--QNZN--VN(XN)] 
BaQ0~0 BbR0k~0J [b J  = [ ~ - BaQ0z0 - BbROW0 
The solution of this system gives values for a, b which may be substituted into (17),(18) 
to determine the required solution at the shooting points. 
9. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
Next, we will present some numerical examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the BVP [4] given by 
[ 0] 
dx = Y+ e x ' 
with the boundary conditions 
l+e  
y (0)+y(2)= l+e  2[ .  
For A >> 1 it is difficult to integrate through the boundary layers even though the exact solution 
does not contain the fundamental modes. Taking A = 105, and using tol = 10 -6 for both 
absolute and relative error tolerances, with nine specified output points, two boundary layers 
were identified, each with a width of 0.0001. The exact solution is y(x) = [e x (eX/A) ]7-. The 
results are given in Table 1. 
It should be mentioned that the code MUTS [6] did not work when A > 60, and that the 
original MUTSSYM code [4,5] and our enhanced code both produce satisfactory solutions. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the BVP [6] given by 
dy F 1 - 19 cos 2x 0 1 + 19 sin 2x" 
= [ 0 19 0 
~xx -1+ 19sin2x 0 1 + 19cos2x 
eZ(-1 + 19(cos 2x - sin 2x)) 
y+ e (-18) [ ,  
eX(1 - 19(cos2x + sin2x)) J 
with the boundary conditions 
y(0) + y(~r) = 
1 + e ~ ] 
1 +e r . 
l+e  ~ 
This problem does not have sharp boundary layers because its fundamental solution modes are 
I si x 0 -cosx"  
Y(x) = 1 0 
kcos x 0 sin x 
diag (e 2°x, e 19x, e-lSx) , 
which do not decay to the tolerance level within a shooting interval of length 0.251r. The exact 
solution is y(x) = [e x e x eX ]7-. The original MUTSSYM code [4,5] was unable to deal with 
this situation, since it assumed the presence of a sharp boundary layer in all cases. Using 
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Table 1. Results for Example 1. 
Shooting Points Numerical Solution Exact Solution Error 
x~ Yi y(x~) y(x~) - y~ 
1.00000 1.00000 - 1.40756E-6 
0.0000 
8.59244E-6 1.00000E-5 1.40756E-6 
1.00014 1.00014 -1.49234E-7 
0.0001 
1.01507E-5 1.00014E-5 - 1.49298E-7 
1.22140 1.22140 -1.57196E-7 
0.2000 
1.23695E-5 1.22140E-5 - 1.55457E-7 
1.49182 1.49182 - 1,65510E-7 
0.4000 
1.50801E-5 1.49182E-5 -1.61942E-7 
1.82212 1.82212 -1.74507E-7 
0.6000 
1.83900E-5 1.82211E-5 -1.68762E-7 
2.22554 2.22554 -1.84290E-7 
0.8000 
2.24314E-5 2.22554E-5 - 1.75943E-7 
2.71828 2.71828 - 1.94986E- 7 
1.0000 
2.73663E-5 2.71828E-5 - 1.83515E-7 
3.32012 3.32012 - 1.50056E-7 
1.2000 
3.33931E-5 3.32012E-5 -1.91925E-7 
4.05520 4.05520 -9.31366E-8 
1.4000 
4.07490E-5 4.05520E-5 - 1.96972E-7 
4.95303 4.95303 -2.12625E-8 
1.6000 
4.97281E-5 4.95303E-5 -1.97783E-7 
6.04965 6 .04965 6.91951E-8 
1.8000 
6.06897E-5 6.04965E-5 - 1.93272E-7 
7.38801 7 .38801 1.82331E-7 
1.9999 
7.40622E-5 7.38801E-5 -1.82120E-7 
7.38906 7.38906 - 1.40757E-6 
2.0000 
7.52981E-5 7.38906E-5 -1.40755E-6 
tol ---- 10 -6, with three specified output  points, we obtained with our enhanced code the results 
in Table 2. 
It should be mentioned that  the code MUTS [6] works well in this case. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the same differential equation with the boundary conditions 
[i0i] [ 0i] 1 y (O)+ 0 1 y(~r)= e ~ . 
0 0 0 
This problem has the same exact solution, but in this case the Bb matr ix  does not control the 
increasing mode e 20x. The condit ion number est imated in [10], using 
= (BaY(a)  + BbY(b))-11 , 
was a ~ e 2°~ ~, 1.9 x 1027. In [10] the code MUTS [6] produced an error message because 
the coefficient matr ix  (10) was numerical ly singular. Since the continuous problem is so badly 
i l l -conditioned, no improvement of the code can be expected to produce very good results, but 
even so, reasonably good results were obtained with MUTSSYM.  This code is not specifically 
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Table 2. Results for Example 2. 
Shooting Points Numerical Solution Exact Solution Error 
xl Yi y(x~) y(xi) - Yl 
1.00000 1.00000 1E-7 
0.0000 1.00000 1.00000 -2E-9 
1.00000 1 .00000 - 1E -7  
2.15686 2.15686 -8E-8 
0.7687 2.15686 2.15686 8E-9 
2.15686 2.15686 -8E-8 
4.80919 4.81050 1E-3 
1.5708 4.81050 4.81050 -4E-  11 
4.81060 4.81050 -1E-4 
11.58735 11.58735 1E-6 
2.4499 11.58735 11.58735 -2E-  10 
11.58735 11.58735 1E-6 
23.14086 23.14086 - 1 E-  7 
3.1416 23.14086 23.14086 2E-9 
23.14086 23.14086 1 E-  7 
designed to solve ill-conditioned problems, but rather to ensure that the conditioning of the 
discrete problem is no worse than that of the original continuous problem. 
Using tol = 10 -3, and nine specified output points, the results shown in Table' 3 were obtained 
using our enhanced code. Since the increasing mode e 2°x is not controlled by a suitable terminal 
boundary condition, there is likely to be a nonzero coefficient of this term in any approximate 
solution, and this is multiplied by e 20r ~ 1.9 x 1027 in x = r.  Thus, the relatively large error of 
only 3.83789 should be considered a good result for such a badly conditioned problem. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the BVP 
dy [ Acos2x + #sin2x 1 + (#-  A) s inxcosx]  
~xx = [ - l+(#-A)s inxcosx  As in2x+#cos2x  ]
[Acos2x +#s in2x  +1 + (#-  A)s inxcos : ]  
q (x )= [Asin 2x+#cos  2x - l+(# A) sinxcos ' 
y -q (x ) ,  
with 
y (0)+y(2)  = [2 2] T 
This problem has the exact solution y(x )  = [1 1 ]7- and is well conditioned with fundamental 
matrix given by 
Y(x) = [ cosx sinx ] diag (e ~,  e'X),  
[ - s inx  cosxj  
which generates increasing and decreasing modes, with sharp boundary layers when ]A[ = 
I#1 -> 35. The two fundamental modes behave smoothly throughout almost the whole inter- 
val, but if both A, # are positive, then, near the right-hand end point, they are increasing. So it 
is necessary to handle the integration carefully in order to obtain an accurate numerical solution 
of this problem. The original MUTSSYM code [4,5] was unable to deal with this problem when 
A, # were both positive, since there is then no boundary layer at the left-hand end. 
Taking A = 10, # = 10, and using tol = 10 -3, with nine specified output points, the results in 
Table 4 were generated. 
Several additional tests were carried out. For example, for A = # = +100 or A = 4-10, 
# = ~=100, the code still works well using tol = 10 -3 or 10 -~. 
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The use of a multiple-shooting method provides the capability to select he partition for the 
interval during the integration, allowing the use of additional points in the boundary layers and 
increasing the subinterval length in regions where the solution behaves moothly. 
A decoupling strategy provides for the separation of decreasing and increasing fundamental 
modes, in such a way that the recurrence relations can be solved in a stable direction. 
The use of a dichotomically stable integration formula preserves the dichotomy of the problem, 
in such a way that the increasing (decreasing) fundamental modes, controlled by terminal (initial) 
conditions, are approximated by corresponding increasing (decreasing) discrete modes. A code, 
SYMIRK, which uses a dichotomically stable symmetric implicit (Lobatto IIIA) R-K formula, is 
capable of integrating accurately in sharp boundary layers, and taking large step sizes in regions 
where the solution is smooth. 
Assembling all the concepts discussed in this paper, the overall method contains imple ideas 
and is easy to implement. 
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Table 4. Results for Example 4. 
Shooting Points Numerical Solution Exact Solution Error 
xl Yl y(xi) y(xi) - Yl 
1.00000 1.00000 1E- 10 
0.000 
0.99997 1.00000 3E-5 
0.99999 1.00000 1E-5 
0.200 
0.99994 1.00000 5E-5 
0.99999 1.00000 5E-6 
0.400 
0.99998 1.00000 1E-5 
1.00000 1.00000 -3E-6  
0.600 
1.00000 1.00000 -4E-6  
1.00000 1.00000 2E-7 
0.800 
1.00000 1.00000 - 1E-7 
1.00000 1.00000 2E-6 
1.000 
1.00000 1 .00000 - 1 E -  6 
1.00000 1.00000 -3E-7  
1.200 
1.00000 1.00000 3E-7 
1.00000 1.00000 -2E-6  
1.400 
1.00000 1.00000 3E-6 
1.00000 1 .00000 -3E-6  
1.600 
1.00000 1.00000 8E-6 
1.00000 1.00000 1E-6 
1.800 
1.00000 1 .00000 - 2E - 7 
0.99999 1.00000 1E-5 
2.000 
1.00009 1.00060 -9E-5  
The improvements o the original MUTSSYM code enable the efficient solut ion not only of BVP  
with sharp boundary  layers, but  also when these do not exist, either in one or both boundary  
points. The selected examples given in the last section show that  our improved MUTSSYM code, 
which is ta i lored special ly to solve singular perturbat ion problems with sharp boundary  layers, 
also works reasonably when there are no such boundary  layers. 
The authors are considering some other improvements,  to generate a general inear BVP  solver, 
including the solution of any number of boundary  layers, either increasing or decreasing. 
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